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1. Quick start 

1.1 Enter to system 

After installing Centerm desktop management system, log in system by following modes. 

1. Open the browser and input the management server IP and the using port in address bar, as 
shown in following figure. Notice: the address prefix is “https://”. 

 

2. On the login interface, input the username and password. At the first time of login, log in with the 
default super administrator. The username and the password are admin and admin respectively. 

 

3. At the first time of login, change the password to ensure security. After correct login, main 
interface of the system is shown in following figure:  
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The main interface shows the statistical charts, the detailed information of chart and the last 30 
failed tasks of system management device. On the interface, the statistics types include client, SP, 
CID and MTerminal. Client statistics includes general terminal and Mobile Terminal (because Mobile 
Terminal belongs to terminals). Select the sector graph module in the chart to screen the 
information displayed in the right list (online/offline).  

The navigation bar is on the top of system interface. Upper right shortcuts provide user 

logout, authorization information view, personal settings and other functions. 

                  

The icons on the navigation bar will classify all functions of the system. The administrator can enter 
the corresponding functional module for operation by selecting the menu option. 

 

Memo: CDMS supports browser including IE10, 11, Chrome (later than v66 preferred), Firefox 

(later than v68 preferred) 
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1.2 Device Management 

1. Enter the device management module. 

 

2.Create the organization structure of enterprise in the left grouping tree. 

 

  

3.Select the grouping of device to be added and click the “search client” button on the right 
panel. 
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4.Fill in the searched IP range on the popup panel and click the “start search” button.

 

5.Select the client to be added, click the “add to management” and click “Yes” to finish the adding 
operation. 

 

6 The user will see the added client in the list for clients on the right panel, as shown in following 

figure; besides, the peripheral currently accessed to the client will be added in the corresponding 

classification list. 
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2. Device and group 

2.1 Group 

The system provides management of client groups, can automatically create the client group, and 
classify the client groups for convenient management. The client group can avoid repeated and 
complicated operation of user. For example, in batch operation without grouping, the user shall 
manually select many clients. Many clients with the same type are included in one group to classify 
the clients more clearly and to facilitate the batch operation of clients. 

2.1.1 Group classification 

The system has 3 types of groups in total: 

● New group 

The client actively specifies the management server to make the management server receive the 
join request; the client and its peripherals are called non-grouped device. The non-grouped device 
cannot be modified or changed by user. 

● Custom group 

It refers to the group created by user. The device in the group can be moved or added by user; the 
custom group can only be created in the device management module. 

● Search group 

The user specifies search conditions and the system will automatically select the device which 
meets the conditions from the custom group to form the group. The search groups for different 
devices shall be created separately; the search group of clients can only be created in the client 
management module; the search group of peripherals can only be created in the peripheral 
management module. 
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2.1.2 Add customized group 

1. Enter the device management module; 

2. Right click on client group on “client group” panel on the left side of interface; 

3. Select “add group” to pop up the corresponding dialog box; 

4. Input the group name in “group name” column; 

5. If the IP range of client shall be bound, select “bind IP range”. After editing, click “save”. 

（The bound IP only can be managed clients in specified IP） 

 

2.1.3 Add search Group 

Here is an example of adding a client search group. Its adding steps are same with that of adding 
the peripheral search group. 

1. Enter any management module in “client management” submenu to display “search group” tab 
page on left panel; 

  

2. Click to enter the “search group” tab page, right click on root node and select the “add search 
group”; 
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3. Select the corresponding search conditions in the popup dialog box; 

   

4. Then, return to search group panel. The system will automatically display the client which meets 
conditions in the group; 

  

Notice: 

● The data of search group will not be refreshed in real time and only can be updated in manual 
refreshing. 
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2.1.4 Add personal group 

1． Enter to Client management-> Client group -> Add personal group 

 

2． Fill the group and client in the blank index； 

 

3． Client met with the conditions would be shown in the group after search complete；  
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Notice： 

⚫ Sometime, data will not be shown without refresh manually 

 

2.1 Device management 

The device management is specially used for creation of enterprise organization structures, 
management of clients and peripherals, etc.; therefore, clients and peripherals can only be added, 
deleted, changed and viewed in this module. 

2.2 Search client 

The “search client” function realizes search and adding the managed client and viewing the 
management situation of clients in the specified network without the need of check of each client 
(the client shall be installed with client Agent software). 

When the client is added in management, the peripherals accessed to this client will also be added 
in management without the need of extra operation of adding peripherals. 

1. Enter the “device management” module; 

2. Select the “search client” on the right panel; 

3. The search dialog box will pop up, as shown in following figure. Input the searched IP range (if 
the IP range isn’t inputted, the system will directly search the network segment of the server); 

 

4. Select the client to be added, click “Add to management” and click “Yes” to finish the addition 
operation; 
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5. The user will add the client on the right panel to the client group, as shown in following figure: 

 

2.2.1  Modify client 

1. Select the client in the list and click “Modify” button; 

2. In the popup window, modify the corresponding information and click “save”; 

  

Notice: 

● “Parent group” and “Client serial” are fixed and cannot be changed.  
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2.2.2  Delete client 

1. Select the client to be deleted from the list and click “delete” button. 

2. Click “Yes” on the popup “Delete” dialog box. 

 

There are different treatment modes in deletion of client according to the online situation of the 
client. The details are as follows: 

⚫ Client online: the management server of the client will be immediately empty and the client 
will be deleted from the list. This means that the client will not be managed by this server 
and can be added in other server for management. 

⚫ Client offline: only when the client actively connects to the server in online mode, the 
address of local management server of the client can be deleted. 

Notice: 

⚫ After the client is deleted, peripherals of the client will be deleted together. 

 Please research thin client for re-managing thin client after 5 minutes when the same client 
is deleted.  

 

2.2.3 Move client 

1. Select the client in the list for client information, click “move” button and select the target group 
in the popup dialog box. 
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Notice: 

3. After the client is moved, peripherals of the client will also be moved together. 

3Client Management 

3.1 Windows client configuration 

3.1.1 Windows client parameter configuration 

Enter 【client management—>basic management—>client configuration】  and select “client 

parameter configuration” tab page. The user shall select one client from the client group and can 
see the supported system configuration options on the right panel, as shown in following figure: 
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As for configuration of client parameters, click the corresponding option, such as the desktop mode 
in following figure: 

 

After entering the configuration interface of desktop mode, click the link to return to previous 
interface, as shown in red frame in following figure: 
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After configuration of desktop mode of client, click “apply” button to generate the configuration task. 
Notice: the user can select many clients at the same time and distribute the current strategy by 
batch. 

 

 

 

 

3.1.1.1 Desktop mode 

The desktop mode refers to the desktop display mode of client and can be customized and 
restricted according to the enterprise demand. The desktop mode is only valid to the user specified 
by the client and can be selected in the dropdown box. 
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At present, the following three desktop modes are supported: 

1. Desktop mode 

It refers to the common desktop display mode. Desktop icon, taskbar, right key, start menu and 
other functions are available. 

2. Terminal mode 

If working persons of enterprise or institution don’t use the local resources and only use OA system, 
remote connection and other simple functions, this mode is recommended. 

In terminal mode, client desktop and taskbar are hidden by default, right click menu and other 
functions are disabled and only the local connection options of the client are displayed, as shown 
in following figure: 
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3. Special mode 

After startup, the system only runs the programs specified by the user and doesn’t display desktop, 
taskbar, start menu, etc. As shown in following figure, at the server, set the client to only run IE. 
After the client strategy takes effect, only the IE browser is run. 
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3.1.1.2 Desktop strategy 

 

The desktop strategy enables simple setting of icon display and operation of client desktop, is only 
valid to the user specified by the client and can be selected in the dropdown box. 
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3.1.1.3 Disk management 

1. Shield disk 
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As for disk management, the disk displayed on client can be set. If “shield” is selected in 
the corresponding display state in partition, the partition will be hidden and disabled. 

2. Disable automatic run of disk. 

Prevent automatic run of U disk, mobile hard disk, CD driver and other external disks. 

3. Map the folder  

The folder specified by the client can be mapped as the W disk of user. Because it is not 
necessarily to hide or shield this type of disks to user, the mapped disk will not be displayed 
in the list as the system disk. 

 

3.1.1.4 Start menu taskbar 

 

Set relevant configuration of start menu and task of the client. Notice: items marked with “*” don’t 
support Vista and WIN7 clients. 
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3.1.1.5 Local access control 

The access authority of client to local resources is mainly set, such as restriction of using task 
manager, registry, command prompt and other system tools to ensure the local operation security 
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of client. Notice: items marked with “*” don’t support Vista and WIN7 clients. 

 

3.1.1.6 Control panel 

Configure the control panel display item of user specified by client. Notice: items marked with “*” 
don’t support Vista and WIN7 clients.  
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3.1.1.7 Publish desktop icons 

Create a shortcut on client desktop so as to rapidly connect to the target address or software to be 
used by user. At present, it supports to create RDP connection, IE connection and application 
program connection.  

In order to add the item, select from the dropdown menu of type box and click “add” button. 
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1.RDP connection 

In order to add a RDP connection item, fill in the connection name, displayed icon path, login setting 
and other relevant information. After successful creation of RDP item, the user can click the client 
to log in the computer with specified IP. 

Notice: the icon path in connection item is the local path of client. If the icon file isn’t found on the 
path specified by client or the icon path is empty, directly use the default icon. Setting of icons of 
other connection items is same with the setting. 
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Click “apply” to finish addition. The desktop of user corresponding to client will display the shortcut 
of connection item, as shown in following figure: 

 

2. Application program 

The application program is connected to create a desktop shortcut for local application program of 
the client. Click the shortcut to automatically open the program or file specified on client. In following 
example, a start D:\ProgramFiles\test\setup.exe desktop shortcut is established for the client.  

Program path: path where the program exists. 

Work path: default path during program running (in general, it is the directory of program. As for 
special software, refer to its instructions) 
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3. IE 

IE connection item is equal to shortcut connected to the specified web page. Click the shortcut to 
directly open the specified web page in IE. 

 

 

3.1.1.8 Remote assistance 

The remote assistance is used for setting the remote monitoring options and parameters of client, 
as shown in following figure. The share item can be used to set the control authority of server to 
client. The security item can be used to configure whether password authentication is required for 
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remote assistance. The item is to support the extension of connection tool of the third party remote 
assistance. In general situation, it is unnecessary to configure. 

 

3.1.1.9 IE strategy 

Set the IE basic strategy of user specified by the client. Notice: items marked with “*” don’t support 
Vista and WIN7 clients. 
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3.1.1.10 IE agent strategy 

Set the local IE agent item of the client. 
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3.1.1.11 IE Security strategy 

Set the local IE security strategy of the client. 
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Notice: the trusted site strategy sent from the server will cover the existing strategy of the user. 

3.1.1.12 IE favorites 

Set the local IE favorites of the client. 
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3.1.1.13 Firewall strategy 

The firewall refers to the firewall function in the terminal system. In the firewall setting, the user can 
configure the firewall according to the actual demand. In order to ensure the security of user’s 
information, it is suggested opening the firewall of client. 

Select single client in high light to obtain the current firewall configuration of client from the list. 
Same with the setting of windows firewall, the exceptional program and exceptional port can be 
configured on the interface.   
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After configuration, click “apply” button in lower position of the interface. Plan the firewall 
configuration tasks on the popup panel and apply the strategy in the client. 

Notice: when the user selects application strategy of many clients, the current strategy can be 
configured into the client by batch. 

3.1.1.14 Screen saver/desktop background 

Screensaver/desktop background can help administrator to configure desktop background and 
screensaver program of client by batch and to simply configure relevant parameters. This function 
only supports background files and screensaver files with bmp format. The special picture format 
conversion tool can be used to generate bmp file rather than directly change the suffix. 

The desktop background change function is taken as an example to briefly introduce:  

1. Select “change desktop background setting”. If the user uses this function at the first time, the 
user shall upload the desktop background images to the system. 
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2. After uploading, select the file in the dropdown list, set the display position and click “apply” 
button. 
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3. If the desktop wallpaper files are too many and shall be cleaned up, click “manage background 
file” button to view all uploaded wallpaper files. 

 

 

The setting method of screensaver is same with that of desktop background. No more details are 
given here. 

 

3.1.1.15 Time synchronization 

If the client time is inconsistent with the server time, some software may not run normally. The time 
synchronization function can automatically synchronize the time of all clients with the time of 
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specified server. 

The configuration method of time synchronization is simple. Select one or more clients. Input “time 
server” and “synchronization interval (min)” on the following interface and click “apply” button to 
execute the task. 

Notice: the “time server” column can be filled with domain name or IP.  

 

 

 

3.1.1.16 EWF protection control 

EWF protection control is only valid in the client with memory protection or hard disk protection 
function. 

As for the memory protection client, firstly select the partition and then, carry out corresponding 
operation. The server can be configured with following four operations: 

● Enable protection: enable the memory protection function of the selected client. 

● Disable protection: disable the memory protection function of the selected client. 

● Submit date: submit the current operation of the client. 

● Cleaning command: clean all commands currently submitted by the client. 
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After executing the operation, the system will prompt the user whether to immediately restart for 
validating. If “Yes” is selected, the client will be immediately restarted and the strategy application 
will be validated. If “No” is selected, the client will not be immediately restarted and the strategy will 
be validated after restart of the client next time. “Cancel” refers to give up the current settings and 
return to configuration page.  

 

The configuration interface of hard disk protection client is similar to that of memory protection 

client. No more details are given here. 

 

3.1.1.17 User management 

In user configuration, a user can be changed or deleted or new user can be added to the client. 
The user configuration function is introduced in following content with the addition of a new user as 
an example. 

Click “add” button to switch to “add user” page, as shown in following figure: 
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If current user will be set as the automatic login user, the automatic login password shall be inputted. 
Then, click “apply” button. 
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3.1.1.18 Printer 

The printer page supports the user to add, change and delete the local printer of client. Take the 
addition of printer as an example as follows.Click “add” button to enter the “add printer” page 

 

 

The administrator can set the printer as the default printer or shared printer. 

 

3.1.1.19 Agent management 

In Agent configuration of client, the user can carry out basic setting in the client, including address 
and password of management server of the client. 

Address of management server: 

● Actively add by remote management server: if this mode is selected, the selected client shall 
be added through search of server. 

● Manually specify the management server address: if this mode is selected, the selected client 
will actively target at the specified management server. This function can be used for 
migration of server with large number of clients. In new server, the user can view the manually 
specified client in the ungrouped column. 
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Change of client password: 

● Change the configuration password of client to prevent client from uninstalling the client 
software without authorization.  
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3.1.1.20 Service 

It shows running situation of all current service programs to administrator. The administrator can 
configure local service of the client. 

 

  

Click the “setting” corresponding to service to enter the configuration interface of specified server, 
as shown in following figure:  

 

 

If an administrator wants to immediately start or stop the service, the administrator can directly click 
“start/stop” button. If an administrator wants to set the start type of service, the administrator can 
select the start type in the dropdown box and then click “set” button. 
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3.1.1.21 UWF protection 

UWF protection control is only valid for the client with UWF module. The server can be configured 
with following four operations: (only available for UWF supported client, such as Windows client) 

● Enable protection: enable the UWF protection function of the selected client. 

● Disable protection: disable the UWF protection function of the selected client. 

 

After executing the operation, the system will prompt the user whether to immediately restart for 
validating. If “Yes” is selected, the client will be immediately restarted and the strategy application 
will be validated. If “No” is selected, the client will not be immediately restarted and the strategy will 
be validated after restart of the client next time. “Cancel” refers to give up the current settings and 
return to configuration page. 

 

3.2 Linux client settings 

3.2.1 Linux client specification settings  

Enter to Client Management ->Basic Info, then choose one of client, all clients settings can 

be viewed and configured on the right, the figure is shown as below 
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Enter to relevant settings for modification to its parameter, the figure is shown as below: 

 

After configuration done, click “Apply” to take settings effected. Notice: settings can be made into 

policy for deployment to multiple clients 
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3.2.1.1 Basic info 

Basic info includes the client type, OS, BIOS version, storage size, IP address, MAC,  cloud 
service version, flash player version , manufacturer, build NO. the figure is shown as below: 
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3.2.1.2 Display 

Display would take effects to the resolution rate for the monitor connected with client, setting should 
be allowed to be modified after Auto check option is unticked  
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3.2.1.3 Time 

This is above time settings for client 

 

3.2.1.4 Network 

IP，Gateway，subnet mask and DNS can be set in Network 
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3.2.1.5 Language and keyboard 

Language and keyboard layout can be set 

 

3.2.1.6 Security 

Password can be set in Security, to allow or deny connection to local 
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3.2.1.7 Cloud service 

Session can be add, edit and delete in Cloud service 

 

3.2.1.8 ICA Global settings 

ICA global settings is settings about USB port ,printer mobile storage, sound redirection, connection 
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bar hidden in session. 

 
Notice: Webcam HDX herewith will not be effected without Video HDX ticked first 
 

3.2.1.9 Device management  

 Peripheral availability can be set in Device manager 

 

3.2.1.10 Patch list 

 Patch version can be check in below list 

 

3.2.1.11 Power management 

Power management is the settings about time to shut down monitor 
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3.3 Power control 

The module provides power control function for remote client, including restart, shutdown and WoL. 

3.3.1 Control type 

There are three power control types, i.e. WoL, restart and shutdown. Before operation of client, the 
user shall at least select one or more clients. Restart and shutdown are only valid for the online 
client. If the client is offline, the task will be in failure. 

Restart and shutdown are simple and aren’t explained any more. Pay attention to following content 
for WoL: 

● The server and the wakened client cannot cross network segment and shall be in the same 
VLAN; 

● Special settings of switch and other network device may cause failure of WoL function; 

● If the client is in abnormal shutdown state, the client cannot be wakened. 

3.3.2 Control option 

The following options are available for restart and shutdown operation: 

1. Allow user to cancel 

After selecting this option, the command can be manually cancelled after the client receives the 
command. Otherwise, the client will forcibly execute the command. As shown in following figure, 
select “allow user to cancel” during sending the command. 

 

After the client receives the command, “cancel” button will be displayed. 
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2. Set the countdown time: 

User can select this option to make the client execute command in specified time. As shown in 
following figure, the set time is 60s, so the client will shut down at 60s after sending the command.  

 

3. Add the prompt information 

If the prompt is added, when the client receives the command, the prompt sent by server will be 
displayed. As shown in following figure, during sending the command, the client prompt will be 
added. 
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The commands received by the client include the prompt information sent by the server. 
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3.4 Remote assistance 

The remote assistance realizes the remote monitoring of client and direct control of the client. Only 
one client can be monitored at the same time. In order to optimize the efficiency of network 
transmission, the client screen is displayed by 256 colors, so the screen may be distorted, but the 
control operation of mouse and keyboard will not be influenced. 

4.3.1 Install JRE 

The installation step of JRE will be briefly introduced as follows: 

1. Enter 【client management—>basic management—>remote assistance】, and switch to “remote 

assistance” tab page; select one client and click “start to view” or “start to assist”; if the current 
system isn’t installed with JRE, the following prompt box will be popped up. 

 

2. Click to finish the installation of jre environment according to the prompt. 

 

The following methods are provided for solution to different bowser when VNC function is not 

working 

⚫ Chrome browser：click the shield icon on the right, choose ‘Load unsafe scripts’ then 

allow browser to run ‘Insecure content’  
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⚫ Firefox： Click the below lock icon in URL, then choose ‘Firefox has block parts of this page 

that are not secure’ 

 

After that, click ‘Disable the protection for now’ 
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Moreover, input  ‘about:config’  in Firefox URL, then setup 

security.mixed_content.block_active_content to  false; after that; save settings to reboot 

browser for taking effect. 

 

1． The following prompt would be shown on in client if remote assistance starts working  

  

2． After click ‘Accept”  monitoring to client can work, the view is shown as be below 

 

3.4.1 Request processing 

The system supports the client to actively send the remote assistance invitation. The administrator 
judges whether to carry out assistance and selects corresponding operation on the system interface. 

1. The method of request initiating from client is as shown in following figure. Select “apply for 
remote assistance” on the right click menu of client icon. 
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When the remote assistance request is sent from client, corresponding request item will 
be displayed in the list on “request processing” tab page; the administrator can select to 
accept or refuse the request. 

 

3.5 Notice publishing 

The administrator can use “notice publish” function to publish the notices by batch to the client. The 
function supports many text types and formats. Besides, the administrator can make statistics and 
query for notice sending and confirming situation. 

3.5.1 Publish notice 

1. Select the client or client group and click “publish notice” button.

 

2.  In the popup dialog box, fill in a title less than 50 words and content less than 2000 words, 
and finally click “publish” button, as shown in following figure:  
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The administrator can select whether to forcibly pop up the notice on the client. 

● Not forcibly pop up the notice: inform the user in notice bar of client in icon flashing mode. 
The notice will be popped up by double-click of user. 

● Forcibly pop up the notice: directly pop up the notice in client. It is applicable to important 
message.  

3. After the client receives the message, as for the notice not forcibly popped up, the icon in notice 
bar will flash. Double click on the icon to pop up the notice box. Click “already read” button to close 
the notice box. 
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All notices received by the client can be viewed in the historic notices in right click of tray icon of 
the client. 

  

 

 

 

 

3.5.2 View the publishing result 

After successfully publishing the notice, the notice record will be generated in the list to display the 
publish result of corresponding notice. 

1. View the notice content 
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Click the corresponding link of the title to view the detailed content of notice. However, the 

content cannot be edited

 

 

 

2. View the publish result 

Each notice record will include corresponding publish situation, including total number of target 
clients to which the notice is published, the number of clients to which the notice has been published 
and the number of clients which have confirmed. The client to which the notice has been published 
refers to the client which receives the notice, but not confirms by clicking “already read” button. 

 

 

If the user wants to know the receiving and confirming situation of all clients further, the user can 
click “view” button to view the publish situation of all clients in the popup dialog box. 
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3.6 File deployment 

The file deployment is mainly used for deploying files in the system, including copy of file and 
distribution of software. It is mainly applicable to batch installation of application software of client 
and batch distribution of files. Besides, the file deployment can realize the management of files in 
the system, including the upload and deletion of files, etc. 

3.6.1 Windows file deployment management 

3.6.1.1 Upload file 

1. Initialize the upload environment 

Click “upload file” button, as follows: 

： 

 

If the system of browser isn’t installed with JRE run environment or JRE version is too low, the 
system will prompt to install JRE, as shown in following figure: 

 

Click download and install JRE. Then, restart the browser. 

2. Initialize the upload component 

After installing JRE, restart the browser and click “upload file” button again to initialize applet, as 
follows:  
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The upload interface after initialization is as follows: 

 

Select the file to be uploaded 

Click “browse” button, select the file or folder to be uploaded, select corresponding file in the popup 
file selection window, and click “open”. 

 

Fill in the file description and click “Yes” to start uploading the file; 
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After successful uploading, the uploaded file will be added in the file list, as shown in following 

figure:

 

Cancel upload 

During uploading of file, the upload can be cancelled by click “cancel” button: 

 

Select “Yes” to exit the upload. 
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3.6.1.2 Software installation 

Software installation refers to distribution of software stored in the server to the client as well as 
installation operation. The traditional software distribution, as for system administrator, is 
distribution of the updated software to many work stations, which is undoubtedly the most tedious 
task. Software distribution function of Centerm desktop management system facilitates the batch 
distribution of software and also helps the network administrator to prevent from virus source or 
potential safety hazard caused by software installation without authorization. 

The specific operation steps are as follows: 

1. Select the client to be installed with software from the client tree, select the software to be 
installed from the file list and click “install to client” button: 

 

     

Fill in the silent installation parameters (ensure silent installation of software in the client), 

and click OK: 
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The description of installation parameters is as follows: 

This item is option and is the parameters used during installation of software in client. It is empty 
by default, which refers to the non-silent installation and may require manual intervention. The 
parameters of different software are different (in general situation, the parameters aren’t used). If 
the parameters are used, please contact the software provider for support; 

Take jre as an example. The following parameters are available: 

● /quiet quiet mode without user interaction 

● /passive no participation mode-only display the process bar 

● /q[n|b|r|f] set the user interface class n –no user interface; b –basic interface r –refined 
interface f –finished interface (default) 

Configure the plan wizard and execute the task 

Notice: if select “immediately prompt and execute after countdown restart” in execution setting of 
the client, the client will pop up the restart prompt. The client user will select whether to restart 
immediately for installation; if “no prompt, execute in restart next time” is selected, it is defaulted 
that the client carries out file deployment in start next time. 

 

 

The results and process information of software distribution are displayed on the task execution 
state panel, as shown in the following figure: 
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3.6.1.3 Copy file 

The file copy function is used for copying the prepared file to the specified client. Its operation steps 
are similar to software installation steps and are briefly introduced as follows: 

1. Select the client to copy file from the client tree, select the file to be copied from the file list and 
click “Copy to client” button. 

 

    2.  Fill in the saving path of file in the client and click OK: 

 

 

3.  Configure the plan wizard and execute the task 
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3.6.2 Linux Patch Update  

3.6.2.1 Upload patch  

1.When the terminal needs to update to a new version, you must use the update file 
provided by Centerm Information. 

2.You need to check first whether the terminal has bind a usable storage node 
3. Enter the “file deployment->Linux file management” module 
4.Click the “Upload file” button, as below shows: 
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Click the “Browse” button and select the patch file to upload. The patch file must 

be .dat format file. 
 

         
 
 

5. Fill the file description in the “File Desc” box and click “upload”, then the file will 
begin upload. 
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6. After the successful upload, the file list would add the uploaded file, as below shows: 
 

 

3.6.2.2  Distribute the patch 

1. Select the uploaded patch file, select the terminal to update and click “update 
patch”. 

 
2.In the popup window, configure the task’s execution option. 
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3.6.2.3 Check the result 

1 . In the popup window, configure the task’s execution option. 
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3.6.3 Linux System update 

3.6.3.1 Upload update file 

1.When the terminal needs to update to a new version, you must use the update file 
provided by Centerm Information. 

2.You need to check first whether the terminal has bind a usable storage node 
3. Enter the “file deployment->Linux file management” module 
4.Click the “Upload file” button, as below shows: 

 
 

 
5. Click the “Browse” button and select the patch file to upload. The patch file must be .dat 
format file. After the successful upload, the file list would add the uploaded file, as below 
shows: 

 

3.6.3.2 System update 

1. Select the uploaded patch file, select the terminal to update and click “update 
system”. 
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2. In the popup window, configure the task’s execution option. 
 
 

 

 
 

3.6.3.3 Check result 

Enter “Task Management” module and check whether the client update task is 
successful. 
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3.6.4 Linux log 

This feature can be used to extract the running logs directly when the administrator 
needs to obtain them locally from the client. This feature is only available for Linux 
clients. Operation steps: 

3.6.4.1 Log extraction 

1. Select one terminal and click “Collect Logs” button, then browse and select the file 
or file folder to be extracted. 

 
2. Click “finished” to finish the task creation. 

 

3.6.4.2 Check result 

Enter “Task Management” module and check whether “Collect Logs ” task is successful.  
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2. Enter File deployment->Linux Log module and check whether there is extracted 

log files. 

 

3.6.4.3  Log check 

 

Click “download” to download the log to local system and you can check the log. 
 
 

3.7 Client upgrade 

Due to increase and improvement of functions of system version, the batch version upgrade of 
clients within the system management range is often required. This module is only valid for upgrade 
of Windows clients. 
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The general client upgrade mode of system is: upload the upgrade files to server—>set the upgrade 
mode of client—>obtain upgrade files from server and upgrade—>finish upgrade of client and feed 
the result information back. 

 

 
 
 
 

3.7.1.1 Description on upgrade files 

The upgrade files are the packaged files which are stored in server and used for updating software 
of all clients. In the system, the upgrade files are divided into two types: main version files and 
patch files. 

● Main version files: the complete client installation package. The server shall have these files. 
Otherwise, the upgrade function cannot be used; 

● Patch files: the patch of client software and the non-complete installation package. The files 
are not necessarily uploaded to the server. 

After installing the management server, the server will have complete client installation package 
with the same version. The client upgrade function can ensure that all managed clients are 
upgraded to the latest version. During uploading the patch files, the patch files shall be matched 
with the main version. Otherwise, the upload will be in failure. 
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3.7.2 System backup 

The administrator can back up OS of client to the server. If the client system is crashed, the client 
can be restored by the backed up image. Notice: “system backup” can only back up the system 
disk. 

1. Select the client and click “system backup” button. 

  

Select the backup mode in the popup dialog box. The system has the following two backup modes: 

● Back up to local client: the backed up image file is saved in the local non-system disk with 
the largest residual space of client. The image file will be hidden in local partition of client.  

⚫ Back up to server: the backed up image file will be stored in the storage node added in the 
management server. This mode is influenced by network environment. Enough network 
bandwidth shall be ensured. 

Besides, the administrator can select whether to keep the management server address in image. 
If the address isn’t kept, when the image is restored to other client, the management server address 
is empty. 

 

 

Click “OK” button and configure the plan wizard.
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After the local partition of client receives the command, the client will firstly restart to clean the dirty 
data; after entering the desktop, the desktop will display “image backup preparing”; next, the client 
will restart second time to enter the backup interface: 

 

 

 

Notice: 
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● During extracting image, the client is offline; after extracting image, the client will restart many 
times. Therefore, the client will be online and offline repeatedly. 

● Above description is for backup to server. The interface of backup to local client is basically 
the same with the above mentioned interface and will not be described any more. 

The server can display the system backup progress in task management module. 

⚫  

 

After backup, the backed up image file is shown in image list: 

 

3.7.3 System restore 

If the client executed the system backup, the system can restore OS of client by system restore 
function. Notice: “system restore” only can restore the system disk. 

1. In system backup, there are two backup modes, i.e. back up to local client and back up to server. 
Therefore, there are two restore modes, as shown in following figure. Select one or more terminals. 
Click “system restore” button.  

 

2. In the popup dialog box, select the restore mode. Local image restore of client shall ensure the 
existence of backed up image in local client. Otherwise, the restore will be in failure.  

The following figure demonstrates the restore by server image. Select the image file to be used 
from the list. 
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3. Click “OK” and configure the plan to enter the task management module to view the restore 
progress. 

 

 

If the desktop of OS of client before restore can be normally used, the desktop will prompt 

“image restore preparing”; in restoring, the client interface is as follows: 
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3.8 Peripheral Security 

Peripherals on the client often generate unsafe factors, such as infecting virus, information leak 
and other risks in using USB, wireless network card, etc. Security management of peripherals 
enables the user to disable or enable any peripheral to reduce the risk caused by above unsafe 
factors. 

3.8.1 Restriction to device type 

The administrator can limit the using of client peripherals according to the device types. The system 
supports the peripherals in following figure. 

 

 

U disk, mobile hard disk, CD drive and floppy disk drive have four following states: 

● Not configured: not limit the device; 

● Read/write: normally read and write in the device; 

● Read only: only read the data in the device rather than write; 

● Forbid: prohibit any using operation of the device; 

 

Other device has three following states: 

● Not configure: not limit the device; 
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● Allow: allow all using operations of the device; 

● Forbid: prohibit any using operation of the device; 

 

Notice: 

● The device which is connected before applying the strategy will not be limited by the strategy. 
The device shall be plugged out and then connected again. 

● Priority of device type is higher than the priority of device interface. If in setting of device 
interface, the USB interface is disabled, but in setting of device type, U disk and other storage 
device are allowed, the strategy will allow the using of U disk and other storage device, but 
prohibit other USB device. 

3.8.2 Restriction to device interface 

The administrator can limit the using of peripherals of client through the device interface. If the 
client device type to be limited isn’t within the system configuration options, the limitation can be 
realized by limiting the device interface. 

The types of interfaces which can be configured are shown as follows: 

 

 

Notice: 

● The device which is connected before applying the strategy will not be limited by the strategy. 
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The device shall be plugged out and then connected again. 

● Priority of device type is higher than the priority of device interface. If in setting of device 
interface, the USB interface is disabled, but in setting of device type, U disk and other storage 
device are allowed, the strategy will allow the using of U disk and other storage device, but 
prohibit other USB device. 

 

3.9 Windows vulnerability fixing 

Attack on system vulnerabilities is a common method of virus attack. Therefore, vulnerability fixing 
in time is the effective means to prevent the client from virus attack. However, there are many 
difficulties and risks in fixing the client vulnerabilities by batch; besides, due to lack of statistics and 
maintenance, in later period, the vulnerabilities will be fixed repeatedly, which will spend a lot of 
time and need a lot of workload.  

The vulnerability fixing module can solve above mentioned problem better and assist the IT 
administrator to fix vulnerabilities in any unified way. Besides, the automatic fixing function of client 
can be set and relevant fixing situation will be displayed. 

3.9.1 Patch library management 

The patch library includes information of all current patches for fixing the client vulnerabilities. The 
mentioned patches are Microsoft patches and Centerm patches. The Microsoft patches are 
directly provided by Microsoft and the Centerm patches are customized for Centerm XPE and 
WES7 clients. 

If the administrator needs to fix the vulnerabilities of XP and WIN7 clients, only the Microsoft 
patches are enough. If the administrator needs to fix the vulnerabilities of Centerm XPE and WES7 
clients, we suggest using Centerm patch server to fix. 

3.9.1.1  Patch server setting 

1. Set up patch server  

If Microsoft patches are used, only WSUS server shall be set up; if Centerm patches are used, both 
the WSUS server and Centerm patch server shall be set up. Refer to deployment file for setup 
method. 

2. Click “patch server configuration” link 

 

3. Fill in patch server information 

If Microsoft patch server is used, only fill in the WSUS server; if Centerm patch server is used, fill 
in both the WSUS server and Centerm patch server, as shown in following figure:  
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After filling in, click “connect to test” button to test. Only if the filled patch server is available, the 
patch server information can be saved. 

4. After setting the patch server, exit and refresh the patch list to view information of all patches.  

 

 

3.9.1.2 Patch review 

The initial patches in the patch library cannot be directly downloaded by the client because some 
patches aren’t matched with the system or the patch isn’t necessary. Therefore, the administrator 
shall review the patch. Only the approved patch can be installed in the client. 

Review the patch according to following steps: 

1. Locate the patch to be reviewed 

The list shows the name, review state and type of patch, proportion of clients to be updated. Click 
“view” link for more detailed information of patch. 
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Or search from filter for review  

 

 

 

 

3.10 Software blacklist and white-list 

Software blacklist and whitelist control and limit the software progress on the client so as to 
standardize software application of local running of client and to ensure the safety of program 
running of client. 

● The whitelist function only allows processes in the whitelist and basic system processes of 
client to run and prohibits other processes. 

● The blacklist function only prohibits processes in the blacklist and allows other processes to 
run. 

3.10.1 Blacklist and whitelist management 

This module is used for maintaining the common processes in blacklist and whitelist in the system 
and facilitating the addition and change of processes in blacklist and whitelist by the administrator. 
In setting the process strategy, the administrator can directly select the needed process, which 
simplifies the input of user. Therefore, blacklist and whitelist library is only a process library in server 
and has no necessary connection with the client. 
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In the dropdown box of following figure, switch the page of blacklist and whitelist. 

 

 

Because the addition method of whitelist is same with that of blacklist, the whitelist is taken as an 
example to introduce. 

 

3.10.1.1 Add process group 

The group is used for classifying and distinguishing processes. We suggest the administrator to 
make the group based on software. 

Both whitelist and blacklist only support the one layer group. The root groups have “default group” 
respectively which shall not be renamed or deleted. Adding method of group is as follows: 

1. Right click on the whitelist node and select the “add group”. 

 

2. Fill in the group name and finish adding. 
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3.The grouped process can be transferred to other groups by “move” function.

 

 

3.10.1.2 Manually adding 

1. Click “add” button. 

 

 

2. In the popup dialog box, fill in the process name. If only one process is added, fill in the complete 
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path of the process, such as “C:\Windows\system32\notepad.exe”; if a directory is added, fill in the 
complete path of the directory, such as D:\ProgramFiles\NewCommi. 

If the process in blacklist is added, as for single process, only fill in the process name, such as 
“notepad.exe”; as for directory, fill in the complete path. 

 

3.Click “OK”. The list will show the added process. Processes added in the root group will be 

automatically included in the default group.

 

3.10.1.3 Add to selected client  

Adding to selected client refers to add the selected whitelist strategy to the specified strategy list in 
the client without covering original record, including following two situations: 

● If the client enables the whitelist strategy, the added whitelist will take effect immediately; 

● If the client disables the whitelist strategy, the added whitelist can only be added in the list and 
cannot take effect. 

 

3.10.1.4 Import list 

When the administrator needs to add more processes or directories or transfer the process list, the 
administrator can use the import function of process list. 

1. Description of importing files 
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The imported file shall be CSV file. Firstly, create a new file in excel. Fill in the process name 
in the first column and the process group in the second column, as follows. After editing, save 
the file as csv ormat. 

 

2. Import steps 

In the right click menu of whitelist node, select “import” to import the process in the system. 
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3.10.2  Blacklist and whitelist strategy 

In the blacklist and whitelist strategy, the administrator can set relevant strategy of monitoring 
processes of the client. The steps are as follows. 

1. Select one or more clients to be configured with strategy. Select “enable blacklist/whitelist 
control function” on the right panel, as follows. 

 

2. Select the monitoring mode 

At a moment, the client only can use one mode and cannot use the blacklist and whitelist mode 
simultaneously. 
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3. Fill in the exceptional user 

The exceptional user function realizes that the user in exceptional user list isn’t controlled by the 
process strategy. For example, if the administrator is filled in the list as the exceptional user, all 
users except for the administrator in the whitelist will take effect. 

In order to use this function, select the option in red frame in following figure, fill in corresponding 
username and use English “,” to separate. 

 

4. Select process 

When the administrator selects the monitoring mode, the list will automatically load the 
corresponding blacklist and whitelist library. Select the process to be valid in the client and then 
apply to client. 

Description of unknown group: 

When a process in the client doesn’t belong to blacklist or whitelist library, the process will be 
automatically included in the unknown group. Once the monitoring is cancelled, the process will 
not be acquired. The unknown process may occur in following three situations. 

● The client applies the blacklist and whitelist strategy with too early version; 

● The client runs other software during installation of client which adds these software 
processes in blacklist and whitelist by default; 

● The administrator deletes or edits some processes in blacklist and whitelist library, but the 
client has configured with these processes. 
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3.10.3  Process control  

The process control function is similar to the task manager of windows OS; after selecting one 
client, the administrator can view current processes run in the client and can click “end the process” 
to end the process in the client. 
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3.11 Template management 

3.11.1 Windows/Linux 

Windows OS Template file management 

The template file management can extract and keep the parameter configuration of clients as 
template in the server or save templates of some tasks (file copy, software installation, peripheral 
security and software blacklist and whitelist) so as to rapidly set the clients by batch. 

 

3.11.1.1 Extract client configuration template 

1. Select one client and click “extract client configuration template” button.  

 

2. Fill in the text information of template and select the item to be extracted. In the following figure, 
remote assistance, desktop mode, IE strategy and IE favorites are selected. 
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After saving, the list will show the template extracted just now.

 

Notice: 

● The client for extraction shall be online. Otherwise, the extraction will be in failure. 

● The user can select the item of template files on the panel according to his/her demand. 

3.11.1.2 Extract configured template for Linux client 

     1.Choose a client, click“Extract the terminal configuration template”按钮。 

 

2. Fill in name, type and description, then tick on options about to be added to template for 

extraction 
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5.After template extraction done, it can be seem in below list 

 

3.11.1.3 Save task template 

1）File copy 

Enter to file deployment, save settings for copy parameter , then save the template 
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2）Software installation 

 Setup parameter settings for software installation, then save settings;the figure shown as 

below, 

 

3）Peripheral security 

 Setup parameter settings for peripheral security, then save settings;the figure shown as 

below, 
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4）Software black-list & white-list 

Setup parameter settings for software black & white list,  then save settings;the figure 

shown as below, 

 

 

After saving template, prompt would be shown up for reminding 
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5）WEB security 

Go to WEB security；configure the WEB security list, then save the template 

 

After click ‘Save template’; a prompt would be shown up for reminding 

 

6）Printer white-list 

Go to printing white-list, configure the white-list for printing, then save the template.  
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A prompt would be shown up for reminding; which display the template type and matched 

terminal model 

 

3.11.1.4 Edit to template 

Select the template, then click ‘Edit’ to start editing 
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After template modified, click ‘Save’ to save settings 

3.11.1.5 Linux template edit  

Click ‘ Edit template’ to edit the template just saved before 
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Click option to start editing, then click ‘save’ to complete. 

 

3.11.1.6 Template distribution 

1. Select the template file and the client for distribution 

2. Click ‘Template distribution’ 

3. Execute the task in Plan 
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Memo： 

⚫ Clients for template distribution can be one or many, as well as in group 

⚫ Template for client type should be matched with client OS; such as Windows template 

for Windows client, and Linux template for Linux 
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3.11.2 Strategy center 

When a group require a united strategy for deployment, and wish new added client could adapt 

the same strategy, the template binding with strategy would be highly recommended. 

1. Click ‘Add strategy” 

2. Select the template file for binding with strategy, then click ‘Next’ 

3. Choose the group, click ‘Next’； 

 

4. Complete the strategy create 

 

5. Strategy executed status and result can be checked in ‘Task management’ 
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3.12 Printer white-list 

Allow printer to work with certain client for document printing in the particular programs only 

 

1 Add the programs into white-list for document printing。 

 

2 Click ‘Confirm’ to complete settings 
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3.13 Terminal IP trace 

1. Right click a terminal, then select “Terminal IP trace” 
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2. After that, altering status of the terminal IP, group can be seemed; the figure shown as 

below 

 

3. IP change tracing can be executed and traced by checking changed time of MAC address 

4. The result can be imported to excel file 

3.14 Directory security 

Directory security can be set by changing the read/write permission for different users to certain 

folders 
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3.14.1 Add the directory security  

1、Enter to ‘Directory security’ ; select a terminal,  then click ‘Add’ in folder safety policy 

 

2、Fill in folder security patch and user given different permission, then click ‘Confirm’ 

Notice： 

1） Folder patch should be met with Windows folder rule, given the max 240-character length 

without & 

2） Read-write user should be filled, is compulsory 

3） User status should be enable and existed for terminal. Otherwise, task may go fails. 

 

3.14.2  Folder secure policy edit 

1、Click ‘Edit’ to one of policies, the start editing 
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2、Editing does not have folder patch modified, click ‘Confirm” after done 

 

3.14.3 Delete folder secure policy 

Select the relevant policies, then click ‘Delete”;  folder secure policy would be back to previous 

one after its secure policy removed 
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3.14.4 Folder secure policy distribution 

Click on relevant policy and distribute it to selected terminal 
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注意： 

1） 添加的策略、编辑和删除策略的操作结果只会保存在当前会话中，如果没有成功应用到终

端，下次进入到文件夹安全模块时记录将不会存在。 

2） 下发文件夹策略到终端，若终端中无此文件夹则会新建。 

3.15 Log on by IC card 

User can login to session by swapping a card after first register to clients 

3.15.1 User management for logon 

The interface for user account to logon by card, is shown as below 
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3.15.2 User enable/disable 

Choose the user first, then make user enable or disable 

 
 

After click ‘ok’, the status change 
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4. System settings 

4.1 User management 

4.1.1 User management 

After installation of system, default username and password are admin and admin respectively. 
The administrator can configure the user/group, role and authority of role. Description about 
authority: the user authority can restrict the user to access to system functions. The user authority 
is the role authority.  

Click “user management” to view the information of current group. The user in this group can be 
deleted. However, the super admin cannot be deleted. 

4.1.1.1 Add user group 

The system doesn’t limit the number of groups. User can add infinite groups in cascade connection 
mode. 

1. Right click on a group node in “user management” and select “add the user group” in the popup 
menu.  

 

2. After editing, click “Confirm” button to finish the addition of user group. 
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4.1.1.2 Add user 

The system doesn’t limit the number of users. User can add infinite users. 

1. Right click on a group node in “user management” and select “add the user” in the popup menu. 
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2. Distribute role  

The user role is a set of authorities to restrict the user to access some functions of the system and 
to carry out some operations. See “role management” for details. 

 

 

3. Fill in the basic information.  
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Notice: 

The principal refers to the administrator who has administration authority of the user group and can 
manage all users in the user group. 
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4. Distribute the client resources 

Resources refer to the client resources which can be managed by user. After login, the user can 
only see the clients under his/her management. 
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Finally, click “OK” button, as shown in following figure. 

 

 

 

4.1.1.3 Import AD user  

There is no restriction to user importing 

 

Right click ‘User management’  then select ‘Import AD users’ 
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AD user is detected, the LDAP connection should be configured before import AD user 

 
Select the users about to be imported, status should be existed for user who has imported. 
Otherwise, the status would be ‘Not used’ 
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Click ‘Next’ to import the users for basic information and group resource editing 
status should be ‘Universal’ when user is not existed in CDMS 
 

 
If importing AD user success,  a tree structure would be shown on the basis of AD structure, the 
figure shown as below; 
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4.1.1.4 Manager 

Manager can handle all permissions in the group; who also have permission to add, remove, edit 

the all AD user info 

 

Select one of user, then click ‘ Set to manager’, to give user the permission of manager 

 

 

Likewise, the manager role also can be removed 
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4.1.1.5 Individual settings 

On “individual setting” panel, user can change his/her basic information, but cannot change the 
resource and role information (if the user is the principal, the user can change the resource 
information in management group).  

 

Change the individual password according to the following figure. 
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4.1.2 Role management 

Role is the authority of user management system. The corresponding role can be set for an 
administrator based on the authority. The administrator can be assigned with one or more roles to 
facilitate the management division and authority division of the system. The adding method of role 
is as follows: 

1. Click “add” button. Input “role name” and “description” in the popup window and select the 
corresponding “authority”. 
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Then, the list will display the added role, as shown in following figure.

 

 

4.2 Resource center 

4.2.1 Introduction 

1. What is a resource center? 
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A resource center is a gathering center of user management file resources, including deployment 
and management of storage nodes. Only the storage node is added in the resource center, relevant 
function of the system can be enabled. Therefore, it is necessary to add and bind the storage nodes 
before using.  

2. What is a storage node? 

When a user uses the client upgrade, file deployment and other functions, the system shall reserve 
some file resources for the user, so the storage node is the carrier for storing these file resources. 
At present, the storage node only supports CDS server (Centerm data server). The storage node 
can be managed and used only after being added in the resource center. In the deployment stage, 
the system shall rationally deploy the storage nodes according to the practical situation. 

3. What is a bound storage node? 

Binding refers to specifying the storage node as the nearest storage node of a client group. During 
executing file operation of this client group, the files can only be uploaded to or downloaded from 
the bound storage node. If the current group has no bound storage node, the bound storage node 
of the parent group shall be regarded as the nearest storage node. 

The meaning of bound storage node is that the client can acquire the resource from the nearest 
storage node, which shortens the file transmission time and rationally divides the resources to avoid 
possible network congestion caused by acquiring resources from one storage node. 

If one client group is bound with many storage nodes, it represents that the client group can acquire 
resources from these bound storage nodes to improve the transmission efficiency. If one storage 
node is bound with many client groups, it represents that many client groups share resources in 
one storage node. 

4. How to rationally bind the storage node? 

Rational binding of storage node can accelerate the transmission speed of file resources and avoid 
the network congestion. In order to rationally bind the storage node, the administrator shall clearly 
know the distribution of current clients. Generally, the storage node bound with the client shall be 
closest in the geographic or network scope. We suggest the user setting up and binding the storage 
node in each geographic area and network area. 

 

 

4.2.2 Add storage node 

1. Firstly, set up CDS server in the host with large hard disk space and fast reading and writing 
speed. 

2. Enter 【deployment management—>resource center】 module. In adding at the first time, click 

“add the storage node” button, as shown in following figure:  

 

3. In the popup dialog box, fill in the name of storage node, bound client group and IP address. 
After filling, test whether the storage node can be normally communicated. 
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● Type of storage node: at present, only support CDS server; 

● Bound client group: bind with client root group by default. Click “browse” button. Select other 
bound groups from the client group tree. The storage node can be bound with many groups, 
but cannot be bound with parent group and sub-group simultaneously. As shown in following 
figure, the storage node is bound with two groups. 

 

Click “OK” button. The list will display the added storage node.
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4.2.3 Binding changes 

When the location of storage node changes or the storage node is discarded, it is necessary to 
release or change the binding of storage node. Refer to following method: 

1. Change binding 

The change binding is only applicable to single storage node. Click “edit storage node” button. 

 

In the popup property dialog box, reselect the client group to be bound with the storage node.
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Click “OK”. The interface displays that the group bound with the storage node has been changed. 

 

 

2. Delete node 

After deleting a node, the binding relationship between the storage node and all client groups will 
be released, i.e. release of all using of the storage node by management server.  

Operation step: select the storage node and click “delete” button. 

 

4.2.4 Clean storage node 

After long term using of storage node, a lot of junk files will generate and the hard disk space will 
become small. User can clean the storage node by following method. 

1. Clean junk files 

Junk files are usually caused by file transfer interruption, storage node abnormality and other 
reasons. The “clean junk file” button in toolbar of the resource center can be clicked to clean the 
junk files of all storage nodes at one time. However, only administrator has such authority. 

Notice: if the system is executing the file operation, don’t use this function. Otherwise, abnormality 
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may occur. 

 

2. Empty files of storage node 

If it is confirmed that the storage node has no important files, the storage node can be emptied to 
release space of the storage node. After emptying, all files in the storage node will be deleted. 
However, files saved by other users in FTP server will not be deleted. 

Notice: if the system is executing the file operation, don’t use this function. Otherwise, abnormality 
may occur. 

 

4.3 Data cleaning 

After management system running for a certain period, the system will generate a lot of logs related 
to clients or system. The logs will occupy the storage space of server and may cause slow running 
of system. In order to solve this problem, the system has the data cleaning module. Therefore, the 
administrator can clean the running logs of the system conveniently.  

4.3.1 Manual cleaning 

The manual cleaning refers to that the administrator manually cleans data in the system. 

On the manual cleaning interface, select the type of data to be cleaned, and click “immediately 
clean” to clean all data with same type in the current system. 

 

 

 

4.3.2 Automatic cleaning 

The automatic cleaning refers to automatic cleaning of data by system. By default, the automatic 
cleaning function is enabled to all types of data to automatically clean the operation data which are 
stored longer than the specified days. 

If the administrator doesn’t want to automatically clean operation data with certain type, the 
administrator can cancel the corresponding check box. The system will not automatically clean the 
data with this type. 
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4.4 Global parameters 

4.4.1 Global parameter settings 

1. Mail settings 

On the global parameter page, the administrator can set the mail server for the system. 
When the system sends alarm information, the server will send the mail. 

 

2. Key update cycle 

The key refers to the communication key between the server and the clients. The default 
update cycle is 30 days. The administrator can change the cycle according to demands. 

 

3. Remote assistance 

The confirmation of remote assistance refers to the popup confirmation box in client when the 
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server sends the remote assistance to the client. In other words, the server can realize the 
remote assistance only after confirming and accepting by the client. 

   The system enables the remote assistance confirmation by default. If the user selects cancel,   
the server can directly realize the remote assistance without confirmation by client.  

 

4. Password complexity check 

The password complexity check refers to the limitation of complexity of administrator’s 
password. By default, the password complexity check is disabled. If the user enables the 
check, the password of system administrator shall include uppercase and lowercase 
letters, numbers and special symbols. 

 

5. Malicious login IP locking 

In order to prevent from cracking of system account, the system supports locking of IP 
which fails in login successively. Within one hour, the IP cannot log in. The function is 
enabled by default. 

 

6. Client search configuration 

Configuration of client search timeout is for configuring the timeout of waiting for feedback 
information after the client sends the search command.  
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7. Task configuration 

Configure the default deadline of task. The task beyond the deadline will be terminated.

 

8. File deployment configuration 

Configure whether to refresh the file list after copying of distributed files for deployment 
and after software installation task. 

 

9. LDAP Settings 

LDAP settings could allow domain users to join to CDMS, then login to CDMS by domain 

user account 
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PS： 

1. Basic path is the server address of Domain controller 

 

 

2. Account DN shows the role of user in DC  
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3. Search path is a filter for research 
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4.4.2 Database backup and restore 

4.4.2.1 Backup 

Click ‘Backup’ to start backup the database 

 

4.4.2.2 Restore 

Select the database record, click ‘Restore’ to recovery 

4.4.2.3 Backup automatically 

Backup interval can be set for task execution automatically. 

 

4.4.2.4 Import 

Database in local host is allowed to be imported 
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4.4.3 Organization structure import and export  

Enable to import and export info of client, group and user info for moving organization structure 

more efficient 

 

4.4.4 Peripheral firmware upgrade 

Enable to upgrade the peripheral firmware or software for user to deploy more convenient 

 

 


